Flip angle dependence of experimentally determined T1sat and apparent magnetization transfer rate constants.
The purpose of this work was to develop a method for determining the T1sat and magnetization transfer (MT) rate constants by analyzing the slice-select flip angle dependent MT behavior of normal white and gray matter. The technique uses a high MT power, three-dimensional (3D) gradient-recalled echo (GRE) sequence, with a well chosen MT pulse frequency offset, such that the experimental conditions closely satisfy requisite assumptions for invoking a first order rate process for MT. Integral to this method is that the T1sat and MT ratio values are obtained under explicitly identical MT saturation conditions. The T1sat of white matter was found to be approximately 300 msec, and the MT rate constant was approximately 2.0 sec(-1). The T1sat of gray matter was approximately 500 msec, and the MT rate constant was 1.1 sec(-1). We also found a strong dependence of the MT rate constant on the slice-select flip angle used for the imaging sequence, independent of the MT saturation parameters. Strongly T1-weighted imaging sequences can result in the underestimation of the MT rate constant by 50%. Practical technical suggestions for quantitative MT experiments are put forth.